
Five angel investors are talking about the investments they made last month. Find out who is interested in biotech

companies.
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Tie: black, blue, green, purple, red

Name: Adam, Dave, Joel, Matt, Pierre

Investment: $1 million, $2 million, $3 million, $4 million, $5

million

Area: biotech, clean tech, healthcare, internet, software

City: Atlanta, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, San Francisco

Age: 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years, 50 years

⇒ The investor who lives in San Francisco is somewhere

between the investor who invested $5 million last month

and the investor who lives in Los Angeles, in that order.

⇒ At the fourth position is the investor interested in

Healthcare companies.

⇒ The investor who invested $3 million last month is

somewhere between the investor wearing the Red tie and

the investor who invested $2 million last month, in that

order.

⇒ At the �fth position is the investor interested in Internet

companies.

⇒ The investor wearing the Red tie is somewhere to the

left of the investor interested in Healthcare companies.

⇒ The investor that lives in Miami is next to the investor

interested in Clean tech companies.

⇒ The investor wearing the Red tie is somewhere between

the investor who invested $5 million last month and the

investor wearing the Black tie, in that order.

⇒ At one of the ends is the investor who did a $4 million

investment last month.

⇒ Matt is next to the 45-year-old man.

⇒ Pierre is somewhere to the right of the investor wearing

the Blue tie.

⇒ The 40-year-old man is next to the investor interested in

Healthcare companies.

⇒ The man wearing the Red tie is somewhere between the

man wearing the Green tie and the youngest man, in that

order.

⇒ The investor wearing the Red tie is next to the investor

who lives in Atlanta.

⇒ Dave is exactly to the left of the 30-year-old man.

⇒ The investor interested in Biotech companies is next to

the investor who lives in Atlanta.

⇒ The 35-year-old man is somewhere between Adam and

the investor interested in Software companies, in that

order.

⇒ The 45-year-old investor is exactly to the right of the

investor that invested $2 million last month.

⇒ The investor wearing the blue tie is interested in

Software companies.

⇒ The 40-year-old man is next to the man wearing the

Purple tie.

⇒ At the �rst position is the investor who lives in New

York.
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